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Abstract—Managing the electrical reserves in a small, geo-
graphically elongated nation like New Zealand is a challenge.
The Reserve Management Tool (RMT) developed over a decade
ago optimally schedules the reserve load given the current
and anticipated circumstances every half hour to ensure that
the reserve requirement for electricity is always met. However
with changes in the underlying computing platform, and the
recognition that the tool needed to be more flexible to incorporate
future generator development meant that this tool needed a
revamp. This paper describes the present tool, the motivation
for the redesign and demonstrates the new capabilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Maintaining the delicate balance between supply and de-
mand in New Zealand’s electricity system poses unique chal-
lenges to reserve management compared to traditional syn-
chronously interconnected electricity systems due to New
Zealand’s small size and elongated geography. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, New Zealand consists of two main islands, (imag-
inatively named the North and South Islands), running asyn-
chronous power grids connected via an HVDC bi-pole link.
This bi-directional link is critical to maximising resources and
maintaining system stability since the less populated South
Island possess significant hydro generators.

Fig. 1. The High Voltage New Zealand Electricity Transmission System [1]

In large interconnected systems such as in Europe or North
America, a single generator represents only a small portionof
the total generation, so therefore tripping of a single generator
usually only results in a small frequency fluctuation. However
in New Zealand and other small systems such as Singapore
[2], the larger generating units or the HVDC link representsa
significant portion of the total generation and should they trip,
will result in a large frequency fluctuation [3, 4].

The Reserve Management Tool developed by Transpower, a
New Zealand state owned enterprise and the System Operator,
enables the operators to dynamically model the reserve require-
ments and automatically determine and schedule the required
reserve to meet the under frequency targets specified in the
regulations.

This paper gives an overview of the Reserve Management
Tool (RMT) and describes the important changes made when
migrating the software from MATLAB released in 1999 to
MATLAB release 2011. The upgrade was necessary to improve
the flexibility when adding new generators, when changing fre-
quency standards, and to improve the maintenance of the inter-
nal dynamic models. This document describes the changes, and
the rationale behind the redesign to the (compiled) MATLAB

script RMT_shell and associated files and the (compiled)
SIMULINK modelRMT_model.

These changes were necessary due to changes in the way
MATLAB and SIMULINK transferred information between each
other in compiled mode between MATLAB 1999 and 2011.
Apart from resolving compatibility issues, this upgrade has
made it easier, and less error prone to make updates to the tool
such as adding or modifying existing stations. This improves
the sustainability of the tool.

II. T HE NZ ELECTRICITY MARKET

The electricity market in New Zealand was deregulated
during the 1990s. Transpower, as the System Operator, is
responsible for scheduling, pricing and dispatching generation
at minimum cost according to market rules. In addition,
Transpower is also responsible for providing ancillary services
to the market including the management of reserves.

The electricity market operates on a nodal pricing basis
where bids from energy providers (generators) and interrupt-
ible load offers are loaded into a nodal pricing algorithm called



SPD (Scheduling, Pricing and Dispatching solver) [5]. SPD
uses the generation offers, sheddable load offers, along with
information on the HVDC link from the System Operator
to create an optimal dispatch schedule every 30 minutes at
minimum cost.

In parallel to SPD is the RMT tool which provides an
automated process for reserves management within the New
Zealand power system. It simulates the system frequency
response based on the current optimal dispatch schedule from
SPD to determine amount of reserve required to cover the
largest single risk in the system before passing the data back
to SPD.

Together, SPD and RMT produce a co-optimised dispatch
schedule for each trading period which are then sent back to
generators and interruptible load providers.

A. Quality obligations

The Electricity Industry Participation Code [6] defines lim-
its for the frequency excursion that occurs during a contingency
event. For a contingent event the frequency must not fall below
48 Hz, for an extended contingent event it must not fall below
47 Hz in the North Island and 45 Hz in the South Island.

A Contingent Event (CE) is defined as an event which
does not require the disconnection of demand to maintain grid
stability. The loss of the largest generator or a single HVDC
pole is covered as a CE. An Extended Contingent Event (ECE)
involves the disconnection of loads in order to maintain grid
stability and typically occurs during the loss of both poleson
the HVDC link.

To cover the MW loss from generation, two types of
reserves are scheduled, Fast Instantaneous Reserve (FIR) and
Sustained Instantaneous Reserve (SIR). FIR is reserve that
can respond within 6 seconds and be maintained for at least
60 seconds, while SIR is reserve that can respond within 60
seconds and be maintained for 15 minutes. The FIR arrests the
immediate drop in system frequency while the SIR maintains
the energy balance until a new dispatch schedule can be
produced.

B. Review of similar initiatives

The management of electricity reserves is not unique to
New Zealand and many system operators have modelling tools
or approaches to estimate reserve requirements. An extensive
review of reserve requirements across eight electrical systems
is given in [7]. All the reviewed electricity providers had
requirements on FIR and SIR (or equivalent), however the
time constants involved were much longer than New Zealand
which is due to the small size of the New Zealand system. An
interesting observation is that many providers had either fixed
amounts of FIR and SIR or simply a fraction of the system
load. Taking such an approach simplifies the calculation of the
required reserve, but is probably sub-optimal.

Bakken et al in [8] explores reserves management, however
they focus on developing a tool to analyse relatively slow
power system dynamics in the minutes to hours range.

Renewable energy generation, particularly wind, is be-
coming increasingly common. The variability of wind makes

management of reserves challenging and a concern for system
operators. This has let to new probabilistic modelling and
forecasting tools to determine reserve requirements [9, 10].
While Transpower is concerned about wind power uncertainty,
New Zealand only has a relativity small wind installation at
present and subsequently RMT does not contain dedicated
wind forecasting.

The electricity reserve market has been the focus of con-
siderable research [11–13]. However due to the unique under
frequency requirements of New Zealand a more rigorous
approach is required to determine the amount of reserves.

III. T HE RESERVEMANAGEMENT TOOL (RMT)

The RMT tool was originally developed in 2000 by Roger
Miller and colleagues at Transpower to replace the earlier
FORTRAN-based RTFCalc (Real Time Frequency calculator)
with an automated, detailed dynamic model of the New
Zealand power system. RMT was originally developed in a
MATLAB release from 1999, [14, 15].

As noted in section II, RMT is only half of the economic
optimisation loop. RMT is called by the economic SPD solver
every half hour (trading period) with the current optimal
dispatch schedule which includes cleared generation, FIR and
SIR offerings and HVDC loading. RMT then returns the
computed frequency curves assuming the loss of the single
largest provider or the HVDC link, and MW loadings for each
station, as well as set of Net Free Reserve (NFR) factors. The
NFRs are used by SPD to optimally allocate the amount of
reserves required across multiple generators in a physically
realisable manner at minimum cost. This cyclic process is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

The RMT tool consists of two components: a controlling
executive collection of MATLAB scripts collectively called the
Shell, and a SIMULINK dynamic model of the New Zealand
power system. The Shell loads the scenario data received from
the SPD solver and computes the initial conditions for the
dynamic model such as initial gate positions for hydro stations.
The resulting simulation data is then passed back to the Shell
for post processing and it returns the results back to SPD once
a satisfactory solution has been reached.

To ease the deployment of RMT onto Transpower’s com-
puting servers and decrease execution time (particularly for
the dynamic model), both the Shell and SIMULINK Model
are compiled into executable applications using the MATLAB

compiler and SIMULINK Real Time Workshop toolboxes. This
enables deployment on multiple machines without needing
extra software licences, however one of the main problems
is the data exchange between the Shell and dynamic model.
This application is unique because both model structure and
the parameters are changing each iteration, not just constants
or input data to the dynamic elements. This makes compilation
non trivial.

Apart from modelling reserve, RMT is also used for post
event analysis. The system frequency during the fault can be
loaded into RMT which is used to compare model response
against the generator response to an under frequency event.



Fig. 2. The role of RMT in the electricity SPD market process.Figure
adapted from [14].

A. The RMT executive

The RMT executive (or Shell) is a collection of MATLAB

scripts and functions which load the current dispatch schedule
exported from the SPD solver in the form of a flatcsv
file. The Shell then calculates the initial conditions for the
SIMULINK time domain simulation and configures current
operating parameters such as turbine outputs. These conditions
are passed to the SIMULINK model using a data MATLAB.mat
file. If the frequency response is outside the specifications
for either of the islands, through a process of iteration, the
Shell adjusts the initial conditions and the process repeats
until the correct amount of FIR and SIR are found so that
under frequency targets are just met. The shell then returns
the NFR factors to the SPD solver which allocates the reserves
required in a physically realisable manner to generators which
are offering reserve. It is the establishing of the conditions to
just meet the under-frequency target that is the main purpose
of the RMT tool.

B. SIMULINK model

Using in-house knowledge and information (required by
legislation) from asset owners, Transpower has constructed
a detailed model of the New Zealand power system in
SIMULINK . The model represents the power balance between
generation and load for both islands. Tripping a generator or
the HVDC link results in a mismatch between generation and
load which leads to a dynamic frequency fluctuation in each
island.

RMT represents each island as a two bus system with
generators and the HVDC link connected to one bus and load
connected to the other bus as illustrated in Fig. 3. Transmission
losses are modelled as a resistive load between the buses. The
AC networks within each island are not modelled as from a
reserve management point of view the topology is irrelevant.
This assumption is not valid if reserves cannot be supplied

to the load without overloading transmission circuits, however
this constraint currently in New Zealand is very rare. It is
important to note that RMT is effectively performing a DC
simulation as it is not simulating power factors or impedances.
Clearly this is a simplification.

Fig. 3. New Zealand Electricity System representation [14]

The SIMULINK model is divided into a North Island repre-
sentation and a South Island representation, connected by the
HVDC link as shown in Fig. 4. The dynamic model currently
contains models of the following station types: partly loaded
hydro, tail water depressed hydro, steam turbine, geothermal,
gas turbine, combined cycle gas turbine and ungoverned gener-
ator. On the load side there are sheddable load and uncontrolled
load models. The two islands are connected via the HVDC bi-
pole model. All generator and load model instances include
under, and over, frequency protection relay models which are
configured and enabled depending on the station.

The system load is modelled either as individual sheddable
load models which include contracted interruptible load and
the Automatic Under Frequency Load Shedding Scheme, or a
single lumped uncontrolled load in each island.

Each model has a single input which is the frequency
deviation normalised to 50 Hz and two outputs: the accelerated
power in MW, and mechanical starting time in seconds. These
are summed across each island to find the total accelerating
power and mechanical starting time in each island. This accel-
erating power is the difference between the power injection
from stations and off-take by the loads. Fig. 5 gives an
overview of the time domain simulation model in SIMULINK .

The elements in the SIMULINK model have been validated
using station test data from asset owners and using data
from historical under frequency events which resulted in large



Fig. 5. An overview of the simulation model [16]
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Fig. 4. New Zealand Electricity System representation in SIMULINK

frequency fluctuations.

C. Data exchange between the compiled applications

RMT along with the SPD solver are run every 30 minutes
on a distributed computing cluster. In order to simplify the
process and alleviate the need for a large number of MATLAB

licences, RMT has been compiled into an executable file using
the MATLAB compiler. A side benefit of compilation is that
the dynamic SIMULINK model runs an order of magnitude
faster when compiled. Unfortunately when compiled, the two
separate executables (shell and dynamic model) cannot use

the MATLAB workspace to exchange variables. So in order
to pass the necessary information between the executive and
dynamic model, the SIMULINK model is compiled with the
Rapid Simulation Target and uses a parameter structure in
the form of a.mat file which is dynamically generated by
the MATLAB executable to the SIMULINK executable. The
structure of the parameter file is determined by the SIMULINK

compiler.
This is quite different from the usual compiled SIMULINK

applications which in say control type applications, are struc-
turally static systems that simply process differing inputdata
streams, and possibly output results. The complication in this
instance with RMT is that both the model parameters (such as
gains and integrator initial conditions) and model structure are
changing at each iteration as well as the input data streams.

D. The need for the upgrade

The primary reason that necessitated the RMT upgrade
was the significant change implemented by the Mathworks
in the model parameter structure between MATLAB 1999 and
2011. The MATLAB 2011 version of the SIMULINK Real Time
Workshop toolbox generates a parameter structure which is
significantly different, both in content and structure, from the
MATLAB 1999 version. This vector is used by the (compiled)
script file RMT_Shell to pass data such as initial conditions
to RMT_Model (the SIMULINK model) and is updated each
iteration untilRMT_Shell arrives at a converged solution.

The old method of data exchange contained a model check-
sum array, and a double array which is 22,264 elements long



and contains every parameter and variable inRMT_Model.
This includes every lookup table, all PID governor constants
for every station, initial gate positions, turbine ratingsand so
on. With so many variables exchanged and no direct mapping
between variables and their location in the variable array it
was very difficult to maintain.

IV. BALANCING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TOOL

Apart from making RMT compatible with MATLAB 2011,
the upgrade aims both allow future users to easily add new
stations, (of both existing and new types (e.g. tidal stations),
and to ease the maintenance and future proof the tool for
potential changes in the underlying computing environment.

One of the main modifications to RMT was updating the
strategy of modifying dynamic model parameters. Originally
there were a number of blank station templates of each type
(hydro, geothermal, combined cycle etc). During the simula-
tion RMT Shell would overwrite every parameter contained in
every model instance RMT Model to customise the templates
to each station that was active. This involved managing and
passing over 22,000 parameters between RMT Shell and RMT
Model. An immediate concern was that the maximum number
of hydro stations (30 in the original model), was rapidly
becoming a constraint.

To reduce the number of parameters and make the program
maintainable, station templates are no longer used. Each station
has been named and constant parameters specific to that
station are hard coded in the model mask in the SIMULINK

diagram, so only the parameters which change each iteration
are passed. If a station is not active for a particular scenario
it is disabled and plays no part in the simulation. This has
reduced the number of variables to around 1000. This resulted
in a small speed increase, but more importantly improved code
maintainability.

V. RESULTS

This section illustrates some of the results generated by
RMT using real data from a dispatch record from 5am on
the 18th of January 2012. At this time, the total generation in
the North Island was 2286.4MW and 1351.1MW in the South
Island. The largest generators were a combined cycle generator
producing 260MW and a hydroelectric generator producing
121MW respectively, with HVDC link transferring 166.3MW
of power north.

Fig. 6 shows the RMT tool in action. By the 9th iteration
(solid blue line in Fig. 6), RMT has solved for the initial
conditions to just keep the frequency above the 48Hz limit for
the North Island. A similar process is repeated for the South
Island, which converged in 3 iterations.

For this scenario, to cover the risk generators identified
above, RMT calculated that the amount of FIR required for the
North Island is 82.84MW and 86.16MW for the South Island.
Additional information for the ECE tipping of the HVDC link
is also calculated before the data is returned to SPD.

During the course of the upgrade, both MATLAB and
fundamental modelling issues were encountered. The MATLAB

issues mostly pertained to function and feature depreciation.
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Fig. 6. The predicted frequency excursions in the North and South Island as
a function of various initial conditions.

A. Handling race conditions

All of the stations modelled in the SIMULINK model contain
over, and under frequency relay models. These include the
combined cycle generators for under frequency protection and
hydro stations which use them to modify the feedback loop
to improve their response on detection of an under frequency
event. Other stations have them but they are currently disabled.
Each of these relays has a configurable trip frequency, guard
time and inherent delay.

One of the original limitations of compiling SIMULINK

applications with the SIMULINK coder is that a fixed step
size is necessary. This introduced issues with the original
implementation of the under and over frequency relay blocks
present which would trip between 0 and 2 time steps later than
intended.

B. Future possibilities

Recently, MATLAB has enabled the use of variable step
size integrators in compiled applications. Prior to 2011 only
fixed step integrators could be used in a compiled SIMULINK

application. Experience has shown that using a variable step
size integrator eliminates the race condition problem described
earlier but unfortunately the SPD solver and support applica-
tions which use the data generated by RMT expect a fixed time
step. A second, more sophisticated possibility is to model the
full AC network including transmission line effects. Clearly
this places a much higher computation load while potentially



only delivering marginal benefits, especially consideringthat
at present the network is only rarely congested.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides an overview of RMT and describes
upgrade of the tool to improve maintainability and ensure
compatibility with new releases of MATLAB . The upgraded
RMT platform was introduced into the electricity market
system in August 2011 and is currently performing as intended.
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